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In this issue, Database Trends and
Applications magazine introduces
the second annual “DBTA 100” list of
companies that matter most in data.
Data management challenges and
opportunities have intensified over
the past year. Big data continues to
impact organizations as they seek to
extract value from the large quantities
of data flowing in from traditional and
newer sources—social media sites, blogs, sensors, meters, and
transactional systems, to name just a few. Separately, although
related, massive data growth has continued to put pressure on
IT resources and budgets.
The confluence of trends affecting data growth and management was underscored by a recent study of 322 data managers
and professionals conducted by Unisphere Research, a division
of Information Today, Inc. The “Achieving Enterprise Data Performance: 2013 IOUG Database Growth Survey,” sponsored by
Oracle, found that for many organizations data growth is in double digit ranges. In the survey, 41% of respondents reported a
growth rate of more than 25% a year, and 17% of respondents
reported a whopping growth rate of more than 50%.
There is the promise of big data—with its associated volume,
variety, and velocity—but also just gross data growth —with
data being duplicated for use by analytics platforms and tools,
and for business protection backup and recovery, among other
reasons. According to the survey, data is duplicated three or
more times, providing a multiplying effect to data growth. Further exacerbating the situation, many companies retain data
well beyond the 7-year legal requirement to meet compliance
requirements, or in case of litigation.
While all this data is often described as a treasure trove, the
reality is that there are challenges associated with efficiently
and cost-effectively capturing, mining, storing, and securing it,
while achieving necessary performance levels, and adhering to
regulatory and internal company mandates. Increases in data
variety, concerns about database performance, and the need to
control data management costs were some of the main concerns
expressed by survey respondents as a result of this data growth.
The sign post for many companies on the road to becoming a
data-driven enterprise is “Under Construction.” Understanding the
potential value as well as the hurdles presented by the proliferation of structured and unstructured information, IT companies are
seeking to provide effective management, integration, and analysis
techniques that will support the rapid delivery of information when
it is needed, and in the way users want to consume it. Innovative
open source and proprietary approaches are coming from well
established vendors and newer companies. NewSQL, and NoSQL

Kore Technologies
(Not Only SQL) databases—including Key-Value, Graph, Column,
and Document—as well as Hadoop distributions and related projects that provide enterprise features—are gaining ground. MultiValue technology (sometimes called the fifth NoSQL database)
products as well are expanding with new integrations and capabilities. And, addressing the trend toward BYOD (bring your own
device), organizations are seeking to provide greater security
and options for multiplatform development. In addition, cloud
approaches are increasingly providing the agility and efficiency
demanded by the enterprise.
According to the “2013 Big Data Opportunities Survey,” conducted among the DBTA audience, more than two-fifths of 304
data managers and professionals said their organizations had
some type of big data initiative underway, driven by a desire
to improve internal processes and create new business processes and models. The Unisphere Research survey, sponsored by SAP, found that the industries leading the way with
big data initiatives include services and retail (61%), financial
services and insurance (58%) and IT and tech (45%).
New approaches, however, are augmenting, not supplanting,
relational database technologies. These systems are continuing to evolve and adapt to address changing customer needs.
Vendors long recognized for their relational database and data
warehouse technologies are adding capabilities to support
unstructured data, cloud enablement, and real-time or near-real-time decision making.
With organizations increasingly seeking to become datadriven entities—companies that actually use the data they are
amassing for competitive advantage—DBTA set out to recognize innovative providers of hardware, software, and services.
The 100 companies that matter in data comprises both seasoned
veterans and disruptive new vendors. We encourage you to
learn more about why these companies were chosen by visiting their websites. In addition, in the View from the Top section,
starting on page 22, top executives share their perspectives on
what makes their companies stand out from the crowd.
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Competition is vital to an economy
as it ensures the highest quality
products and services at the
lowest possible prices. While
this is good for consumers, it
puts pressure on businesses
to continue to be innovative
and efficient. For the past 15
years, Kore Technologies has
helped its clients become better
competitors in the market.

To be competitive, a good
understanding of the market and your company’s
strengths and weaknesses is necessary. This is
not easy to attain and often entails analyzing large
amounts of disparate and complex data within
the business. Our Kourier Integrator solution can
capture data in near-real time from multiple sources
(e.g., UniData, UniVerse, Microsoft SQL Server,
Oracle, MySQL, MS Access, etc.) to build a data

“

Competition is vital to an economy;
it puts pressure on businesses to
continue to be innovative
and efficient.
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warehouse for analytical reporting and for monitoring
key performance indicators. If a decision is made
to improve operations by implementing a thirdparty application (e.g., Salesforce.com, Amazon,
epaCUBE, and eCommerce), Kourier can be used
to seamlessly integrate the selected application to
your back-office ERP system.

“

To stand out from the competition,
your website must make a good
impression to your first-time visitors.

To stand out from the competition, your website
must provide 24/7 access to your products and
services as well as make a good impression to your
first-time visitors. KommerceServer is a robust web
development framework with built-in eCommerce
capabilities integrated to the back-office for product,
pricing, inventory, and historical information. With its
customizable architecture and Content Management
System, you can quickly deploy a modern website
that’s easy to maintain and is accessible on any
mobile device.
Call Kore and let the competition begin! n
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